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Pension Planning Workbook

It is crucial for our priests, along with their parish councils and qualified financial planners, to
engage in serious planning to determine how to best prepare for retirement. The OCA pension
plan alone will not be adequate in most cases. The Pension Plan might provide some income,
but our clergy must develop a holistic plan that realistically evaluates each priest’s anticipated
benefits and expenses in retirement.

Anticipated Pension retirement benefits might be a less significant issue for our clergy with a
gainfully employed spouse and/or alternative investments. For our clergy with spouses who do
not work outside the home (and who expect to rely on the pension and social security for
income in retirement), it is imperative that some serious discussions take place. Pension
participants must evaluate their likely benefit scenarios carefully to ensure that they will be able
to retire as they hope.

What follows in this workbook will facilitate a thoughtful evaluation of the practical matters
surrounding clergy retirement, and a review of the complex issues facing our clergy and the
parishes they serve. It will certainly not answer every question.

Disclaimer: Nothing contained in this workbook or its appendices
should be considered financial advice. Please work directly with a
qualified financial planner and the OCA Pension Office for advice

relevant to your unique situation.
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Practical Exercise: Retirement Scenarios

The OCA Pension Plan formula for estimating a future benefit is:

(Average Salary Over Career  x  Years of Service) *.02
Example Pension Benefit Based on

an $72,166.03 Average Annual Salary over 29 years.

In the scenario above, assuming that your career spanned 29 years, with a starting salary of
$50,000.00 and a series of annual 2.5% raises, your pension would be $3,488.02 per month in
retirement. This scenario is perhaps quite common for a priest in our diocese who started
working around 36 years of age, and worked until the retirement age of 65. Note, our retirement
guidelines for priests in the DOS anticipate/expect a priest to plan to retire by age 70 (though
earlier is possible), and the OCA Pension benefits are not available to anyone until age 65.

Please use the pension calculator provided by the DOS to experiment with scenarios relevant to
your situation. This calculator is only an approximation of benefits given the benefit formula
provided by the OCA Pension Board. You may access the calculator  online and experiment
with scenarios just like this one by clicking on the link below.

[PENSION CALCULATOR LINK]
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Average Salary & Length of Service: The key to your benefits

Take a few minutes to study this scenario and to think about the impact of this estimated annual
payout on your anticipated needs during retirement.

Sample Salary Table Showing Average Salary by Year of Service

You should certainly factor in Social Security payments (see your most recent statement from
SSA or use the social security calculator here: https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/quickcalc/) and other
sources of income when determining how adequate your anticipated pension payment will be in
retirement. We have included a field in our Pension calculator to add supplemental income that
you might reasonably expect in addition to your OCA Pension in retirement.
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Inflation: A Potential Wrinkle …

What you might not consider in this scenario is
that a benefit of $3,488.02 in 2022 is quite
different from the value of that benefit in the
anticipated retirement year of 2043 when the
pension is redeemed (at age 65). There is a link
to an inflation calculator below that will help you
see the likely real value of your anticipated
benefit at retirement. This calculator defaults to
an inflation rate of 2.5% (this can be adjusted).
This is reasonable based on history, but as we
have seen in 2022, inflation levels do not always
follow the rules.

In order to make the calculation easier, we have
added an inflation estimate to the pension
calculator. When you use the pension calculator,
you will see that a $3,488.02 monthly pension will
be much smaller on an inflation adjusted basis.
Your Pension’s future value (in today’s dollars) is
highlighted in peach.

You must work through these scenarios with your
own numbers - do the math.

Ask some hard questions …

Take into account the fact that (in this model), by the year 2035 the employee’s salary is
estimated to be $104,109.50 annually. Then ask, “Can I make the adjustment in my annual
income that will happen when the transition from salary to a pension begins?” Again, please do
the math for your personal circumstances. Remember, social security and other investments will
come into play here (in the scenario below, we’ve added an additional $15,000 a year to total
retirement income)  …
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YEAR ANNUAL INCOME ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION

2043 $99,824.75 $59,434 (in 2022 dollars)

2044 $56,856.30 (including supplements) $33,409.00 (in 2022 dollars)

DIFFERENCE - $42,968 - $25,583
The year you retire: A sample forecast of the Impact from transitioning from salary to retirement income

What would happen to your budget in this scenario? Perhaps with alternate retirement
investments and a home that you own outright you would be able to adapt just fine when you hit
your planned retirement age. There are automatic inflation estimates included in the Pension
calculator (and inflation tables are viewable for reference), but you may experiment with ad hoc
calculations using this handy online tool.

The difficulty that some of our priests encounter as they approach retirement is that they “do the
math” regarding their retirement scenarios too late. They realize that the monthly payment
offered to them in retirement is simply inadequate, even with Social Security, to pay for their
regular, monthly expenses. Some of these clergy elect to work much longer than planned and
perhaps stay in a demanding parish situation where they are unable to effectively lead their
communities (which is not fair to the parish).

Our Ask Today:

By April 1, 2023, in anticipation of our 2023 Assembly, we ask that every assigned parish priest
in the Diocese of the South work through the contents of this document with their parish
councils and submit the attestation document at the end of this workbook (APPENDIX A),
signed by the priest, parish council treasurer and parish council warden. The goal here is to
ensure that the priest/council has documented that you have:

1) Considered the realistic models of your unique anticipated retirement benefits,
2) Demonstrated a viable model of self-sufficiency in retirement to include Social Security,

other investments, real estate, housing etc., and
3) (conditional) Engaged a financial planner if item #2 above does not provide a viable

retirement scenario

We are not looking for a detailed or intrusive review of clergy finances, but that clergy engage in
a thoughtful evaluation of their financial planning in regard to retirement. It is important that the
exercise is completed, and that each of our clergy understand the implications of the exercise.
These signed forms should be sent (PDF Preferred) to office@dosoca.org where the
responses will be confidentially collated and used to help us understand the impact of this
important matter on our clergy and in our communities. These findings will be shared with an
expert in financial planning and clergy taxes, and we will hold a workshop for all clergy on this
topic at the 2023 Diocesan Assembly.
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APPENDIX A

Attestation of Completion of the Pension Planning
Exercise with Parish Leadership

Name/City of Parish or Mission: ____________________________________________

Name of Rector/Priest-in-charge: ___________________________________________

Name of Parish Warden: __________________________________________________

Name of Parish Treasurer: ________________________________________________

This is to certify that the pension planning exercise outlined above has been completed,
and the following was determined (please check all that apply):

The employee is enrolled in the OCA pension plan
The employee has retirement investments other than the OCA Pension Plan
The employee has a spouse who has a retirement plan
The pension planning exercise results showed that the employee is,

Well-positioned at present to meet expected retirement expenses
not well-positioned at present to meet expected retirement expenses

A financial planner specializing in retirement planning has been engaged, and
A corrective plan is being developed
A corrective plan has been developed
A corrective plan has been implemented

The parish has recognized the need to increase compensation for the employee,
and additional funds have been or will be budgeted to address the issue
the budget cannot sustain an increase in compensation at present

________________________________          ________________________________
Rector or Priest-in-Charge (date) Treasurer (date)

_______________________________
Warden (date)

Please scan, photograph or print and return to office@dosoca.org or the Chancery by April 1.
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APPENDIX B

A Discussion of The OCA Pension Plan

AUDIENCE: The Clergy and Parish Council Members of the Diocese of the South

SUMMARY: This document is intended to ensure that the issue of clergy retirement planning is
addressed holistically by each parish and mission in the Diocese of the South. It was created in
response to the November 2022 decision of the Holy Synod of the Orthodox Church in America
to approve the recommendation of the OCA Metropolitan Council to infuse additional monies
into the underfunded Orthodox Church in America Pension Plan (“The Plan”) through an
increase in parish contribution requirements and an enforced mandate that all clergy and
parishes participate in The Plan. How the implementation of this decision will work has yet to be
determined.

Background

The Diocese of the South has long recognized and expressed concerns (to the Pension Board
and OCA Leadership) about the value and long-term viability of the OCA’s defined benefit plan.
Since 2014, we have received repeated requests for higher parish contributions to the Pension
Plan without clear communication about the reason for the funding deficit. Four increases of 2%
have been issued in the last decade.

Also important to the situation is the fact that the All American Council, the “highest legislative
and administrative authority within the Church,” has affirmed several times that participation in
the OCA Pension Plan is mandatory for all clergy in the Orthodox Church in America. The
practical application of this mandate has been cloudy since the Pension Plan is not truly
independent and is governed by the legal entity called the Orthodox Church in America. The
Holy Synod of the Orthodox Church in America, leading the Church under the advice of its
corporate board, The Metropolitan Council, has the sole right to enforce mandates such as
these, and until now there has been no concerted effort to do so.
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The Diocese of the South has tirelessly advocated for increased transparency, accountability
and an honest dialogue regarding the particulars of the OCA Pension Plan. On November 9,
2020, Archbishop Alexander wrote to his brother bishops in the Holy Synod, “At the February
meeting of the DOS Diocesan Council we discussed the topic of OCA Pension Plan
participation by our diocesan priests. It was readily apparent that sincere concerns about the
overall health of the plan (and its ability to serve our priests in retirement) precluded our ability
to enforce, in good conscience, compliance with the pension mandate. ‘Let us seek to find
answers to the questions we have before charting our path forward,’ was the consensus of the
group.” We saw no positive corrective action resulting from this letter, and so another letter was
sent in the fall of 2021.

Our persistent efforts in 2020 and 2021 ultimately led to the establishment of a task force,
chartered by the OCA Metropolitan Council,  to address the issues of The Plan’s health and
fundamental financial assumptions. At the request of the Diocese of the South, an external audit
was conducted by an actuarial accounting firm, Cheiron, and this report clarified the extent of
The Plan’s funding deficit and financial position. Subsequently, a proposal to amend the Statute
of the OCA to enshrine better governance of The Plan was drafted and put to a vote at the 2022
All American Council in Baltimore. Unfortunately, this amendment proposal failed to pass with a
two-thirds majority (though it did receive a majority vote) at the Council. However, a resolution
affirming the need for better governance did pass, but without the mandate that a statutory
revision would have enshrined.

A positive and encouraging outcome of the Baltimore Council  was the election of a new board
that is vocally committed to transparency as we confront this funding crisis. These new trustees
are honorable people, and by all accounts they have proven cooperative and committed to
transparency.

The questions that the Diocese of the South asked in 2020 have now been answered.  While
the answers are certainly not encouraging, we are dealing with factual data and real numbers
now. What’s more, both the Holy Synod and the Metropolitan Council are working cooperatively
with the Pension Board to discern the best path forward.

Acknowledging the severity of the problem, the OCA has agreed to fund some of the
~$270,000.00 in annual pension plan administrative fees by contributing $9,000.00 a month to
the plan, but this is certainly insufficient to rectify The Plan’s ~$35M deficit. The Cheiron audit
report suggested that funding levels would need to reach 26% of clergy salary in order to
achieve sustainable, full funding of The Plan. This is an outcome that the Diocese of the South
would have difficulty supporting as the impact to parish ministry and clergy compensation would
be untenable in exchange for a retirement benefit that is less than satisfactory.

Further, Diocesan leadership has long held that the value of the retirement benefit for
participants does not justify the extreme and painful funding measures that would need to be
taken in order to bring the current plan (in its current form) to health.
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To this end, a commission has been established by the OCA Holy Synod to look at options to
ensure that a viable retirement plan is offered to our priests now and perpetually, and that those
currently invested in the plan are well served - this includes most of our priests in the Diocese of
the South. It is clear that we can no longer afford to “kick the can down the road,” as the saying
goes. The commission, consisting of members of the Holy Synod, the Metropolitan Council and
the Pension Board will be working diligently to compile and present their findings at the spring
2023 meeting of the Holy Synod.

Simply put, The Plan is grossly under-funded.

At  the end of September 2022, liabilities (payout obligations) were approximately $55M, but
plan assets hovered around $21M.

Understanding How the OCA Pension Plan Works

It is critical that plan participants and parish leadership understand that as the parish
contributions increase, anticipated employee benefits do not increase.  The parish contributions
are made to support The Plan, and they have no bearing on the total benefit being earned
(other than that employee contributions are not effectual unless accompanied by the required
parish contribution). The parish contribution is not tied to the employee in any way except as a
requirement that must accompany employee contributions.

The Plan is a defined benefit retirement instrument, and the Orthodox Church in America serves
as The Plan sponsor. A  formula drives both funding of the pension and the distribution of
benefits during retirement. It is fully within the competence of the OCA to increase benefits
(such as a cost of living increases) or to decrease benefit calculations for participants (this has
been done in the past).

Further, The Plan administrators elected from The Plan’s inception roughly 40 years ago to not
operate under the oversight of the Federal ERISA program for private pensions. The Federal
ERISA requirements are mandatory for most private pensions due to their inherent risk, and this
program ensures a high level of scrutiny over funding levels, management practices and
administrative controls that are intended to prevent situations like the one in which we find
ourselves. However, participation in ERISA is not required for Churches and select not-for-profit
organizations.

Because of this decision by the founding administrators of The Plan, participants are not
afforded the insurance and protections offered by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
(PBGC), a federal insurance program for ERISA governed private pensions. The OCA alone is
responsible to ensure The Plan’s solvency and health.

Since parishes and missions are the sole source of income for the OCA (the plan sponsor), the
onus to address funding shortfalls lies on the shoulders of our worshiping communities. While
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the Pension Board has historically extolled the virtue of its defined benefit plan by highlighting
the fact that defined contribution options place all the risk on the employee (clergy), risks have
certainly been realized, and now, by any objective standard, our priests and the parishes they
shepherd are saddled with the consequences of the current situation.

Perhaps a Bigger Issue …

We are supporting the type of defined benefit retirement plan that has become a relic of a
bygone era (the few well-funded defined benefit plans in existence today are run by a handful of
companies who can infuse cash from business profits into plans that would otherwise be losing
money, or municipalities and governments that rely on ever increasing tax rates to infuse cash
into plans that would be otherwise unhealthy). In light of this, the OCA, of which we are a
constituent part, must now struggle to discern the best path forward - none of our options will be
simple or painless.

The Diocese of the South is cautiously optimistic that we are at the very beginning of a journey
toward enshrining a reasonable, sustainable and healthy model for our OCA clergy retirement
system.

Relevance for our Clergy and Parish Councils …

There are several items of concern for each of our parishes and missions in regard to the
decisions of the Holy Synod at their November 2022 meeting:

1) In order to infuse cash into “the plan,” parish contribution requirements will increase from
10% of total clergy compensation (salary and housing inclusive) to 12% on January 1,
2023 and a further 2% to 14% of total clergy compensation (housing and salary
inclusive)  on January 1, 2024. That is a 4% total increase within 13 months of the
publication of this document.

2) The Holy Synod, following the recommendation of the Metropolitan Council, is actively
seeking to enforce the mandate that every eligible priest participate in the Pension Plan.

The Diocese of the South might be asked to enforce participation in the pension plan for all
“eligible” priests in the Diocese, meaning those who are under the age of 60. To date, the
diocese has simply asked (not required) all clergy to participate in The Plan. Any change to this
practice will likely require the Diocese to secure a legal opinion of our ability to mandate salary
withholdings for any of our priests, let alone those who currently do not participate.

What’s more, all parishes could be asked to contribute even if they have no eligible, active
clergy participating in the plan. How the latter scenario might work is unclear at present (against
what salary does the non-participating parish contribute the 12% in 2023 or 14% in 2024?). All
of this will hopefully be clarified at the Spring 2023 meeting of the Holy Synod.
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Complicating Factors: A Case in Point

Further confounding already complicated matters is the Federal tax code that limits deductions
for retirement vehicles such as a traditional IRA when the IRA owner is covered by an employer
sponsored plan. For example, the following conditions apply to IRA contribution tax deductions
for employees with an IRA and an employee offered pension:

● A full deduction is available if your modified AGI is $68,000 or less for 2022 ($73,000 for
2023).

● A partial deduction is available for incomes between $68,000 and $78,000 for 2022
($73,000 and $83,000 for 2023).

● No deduction is available for incomes greater than $78,000 for 2022 ($83,000 for 2023).

Salary and tax issues are complex, and our clergy should work with a qualified accountant to
ensure that their income is maximized to the extent that the law (and the OCA Pension
contribution requirements) allow. The diocese encourages the parish to facilitate this exercise by
funding an initial engagement with a certified professional accountant (CPA). Leaving just a few
thousand dollars “on the table” every year due to poor planning can amount to a significant
impact on retirement age and income.

The Path Forward

We still have questions about the practical implications of enforcing mandated participation in
The Plan. This also introduces a host of complicating factors that might impact the bottom-line
financials of our priests and the parishes they serve. Further, since income in the parish is
constrained to voluntary offerings, and options to “increase revenue” don’t exist as they would in
private business or government, a change to contribution and participation requirements could
result in lower take-home pay for our pastors, many of whom function in single income
households. We don’t know the path that will unfold, but we must ensure that when
expenses increase (such as the upcoming 2% increases in 2023 and 2024), we do not
place the financial burden on the backs of our priests and their families. While there are
still many variables and uncertainties at present. Please begin discussing these matters with
your parish leaders now.
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